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EARTH TO NED
SEASON ONE

THE COMEDY FOLLOWS NED, A BLUE-SKINNED ALIEN, AND HIS LIEUTENANT CORNELIUS, WHO WERE SENT TO SCOUT EARTH FOR AN EVENTUAL INVASION — BUT INSTEAD BECAME OBSESSED WITH POPULAR CULTURE. NOW THEY HOST A TALK SHOW, BROADCAST FROM THE BRIDGE OF THEIR SPACESHIP HIDDEN DEEP UNDERGROUND, WHERE THEY INTERVIEW OUR MOST PRECIOUS COMMODITY — CELEBRITIES — TO TALK ABOUT NED’S CURRENT POP CULTURE OBSESSIONS. NED WILL BE BRINGING REAL-LIFE CELEBRITY GUESTS TO HIS SHIP FROM ACROSS THE KNOWN UNIVERSE AND INTERVIEWING THEM, LATE-NIGHT TALK SHOW STYLE, IN HOPES OF PRODUCING THE ULTIMATE TALK SHOW — MAKING NED A CELEBRITY AND PUTTING HIM FURTHER OFF-MISSION. AND THE MORE NED LEARNS ABOUT OUR HUMAN CULTURE, THE MORE OBSESSED HE BECOMES. - JIM HENSON CO AND DISNEY +
EPISODE 10: NED - THE MUSICAL
HAND SCULPTED, 16" FOAM COLUMNS BY THE CRAFTSMEN AT ALLSETS
SET WAS BUILT ON A 42" DECK FOR PUPPETEERS